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Unanswered questions philosophy

The last century — only in the last decade— has seen spectacular leaps forward in science and technology, where we have gained a better understanding of our world and how it works. But while science has answers to questions that our ancestors would not have believed we would discover, there are still many huge questions that have not yet received completely satisfactory answers. This is a set of
philosophical processes, of the total secrets of questions that we came close to answering but not quite there. Read on to find out what it is. To read more about space-related puzzles, check out 21 Mysteris about space no one can explain. Don't get us wrong here – evolutionary biologists have a good idea of how some organisms evolved into others, but they still don't know what started it all. How did we
get from the primitive soup of building blocks of life to the formation of self-replicating cells? The leading theory over the past 50 years has been that electrical discharge led to chemical reactions that created the first amino acids, but scientists do not all agree. Some believe that the causative agent was volcanic action and others believed that it might have been the meteorites that brought us life. Why? The
most difficult question for science may be to answer. Humans certainly don't dream, as evidenced by advanced brain imaging technology, but what is the purpose of it that it serves? Why do our neurons continue to shoot even with the rest of the body and conscious mind? Cognitive scientists arthroscopy that memory, learning and emotions may be linked to our ability to dream, but so far, they have not
found any incisive bonds that will explain the strange little movies that our brains play for us during sleep. And if you've always wondered what those strange dreams you keep after means, check out the 50 secrets of your dreams trying to tell you. In case you've forgotten since another math class, the initial numbers are those that are divided only by themselves and 1. Examples include figures 3, 7 and
3169. Think of them as building blocks of numbers, because they are not atonement for smaller factors. This feature allows them to act as encryption keys for digital security, but it also means that mathematicians have not been able to distinguish the pattern of numbers that are prime, a problem known as the Reiman hypothesis. Count up from 1, you can have three initial numbers in a row, but then you go
forty or more numbers without finding another head. Opening this puzzle can have consequences for a society like ours whose communication networks are built entirely on numbers. And if you don't quite remember what the main number is and want to see if you can still get a passing score, check out the 30 questions you need an ace to pass grade 6 math. ShutterstockSadly, we will not be able to find a
single cure for cancer because the term cancer actually applies to the whole range of diseases that are encoded in our genes. We're also not going to wipe all From the face of the earth, we can create pills or fire that will cure all kinds of cancers. However, as we continue to improve and improve prevention and treatment, we will better understand the factors under our control and learn how to avoid them.
To learn more about what cancer does to your body, check out 23 warning signs of cancer hiding in plain sight. We are all, of course, traveling forward through time in a normal, einstein's theory of special relativity assumes that time can be compressed so that someone going fast enough may be able to travel away in the future. Using concepts such as wormholes, some physicists suggested that it might
be possible to visit the past. But if so, won't future people be able to live among us today? We do not know, and these hypotheses are just not testable under circumstances known today. We expand our ability to see space travel, and we may learn more and understand the best possible. ShutterstockSimilar to travel over time, Benedimensional Travel is another beloved sci-fi concept that seems to offer
limitless potential. Are there actually parallel universes there that coexist with our region? Many worlds interpret quantum physics certainly believe it. According to this theory, all possible dates and futures contracts are real. Reality is like a tree with infinite branches, and we will only be able to travel to one tree. Unfortunately, it seems unlikely that we will be able to create a machine that will take us to the
universe, for example, modern bananas. ShutterstockThe concept of consciousness exists in the grey area where science meets philosophy. What kind of quality do you and I have that makes us aware of ourselves, that allows us to think, hope and create? If we can run an electrical current through an unembodied brain that looks like a brain in a living person's head, can we say that the brain is conscious
too? The fact that there doesn't seem to be any universal way to detect or measure consciousness is what makes it a very frustrating quirk. We cannot fully understand the thing that allows us to understand the world. And for some of the amazing facts that we know, see these 100 awesome facts about everything. A counter material is a hard concept to wrap your head around, it's made of atoms with
electrical charges opposite to the corresponding material. Whenever scientists are able to create (small) amounts of antimatter in the laboratory, they also create the same amount of matter, and the two substances quickly cancel each other out in an explosion of energy. What is so puzzling about these experiments is that scientists are implementing them in an attempt to understand the Big Bang, which is
believed to have created all the matter in the universe. However, if the creation of matter means creating an equal amount of antimatter at the same time, why is our universe - full of matter as it is - exist at all? Where did all that counter-article go, and why didn't he Out of the question? When astrophysicists sit down to calculate a broad formula to describe the way the universe behaves, they can do a
reasonably accurate work... If they assume that there is an enormous amount of mass out there we can't detect yet. These invisible objects, or dark matter, represent about 95% of the mass in the universe, yet we don't know what they are, where they are, or why we can't observe them. Astronomers have even come up with evidence of the dark energy that drives the universe to expand. ShutterstockNot all
the secrets of science are abstract like dark matter. Some are as practical as finding a way to produce electricity. Since we know that fossil fuels are limited, we need to find a fresh and clean way to produce energy. We know how stars do this -- by splitting or merging molecules together -- but we have not yet found a way to safely reproduce it on a human scale. If we can find a way to create energy by
dividing water into hydrogen and oxygen, we may find the holy grail of renewable energy. The development of antibiotics is quite perhaps the most important discovery in modern medicine, because it not only treats some diseases directly, but also makes injuries and surgeries infinitely more viable. However, overuse of antibiotics has caused some bacteria to develop into forms that cannot be overcome by
our drugs. How we can overcome this problem without getting into some kind of arms race with germs or killing off the good bacteria that we need to live will require constant study of bacterial DNA. Remarkably, we are still discovering new bacteria in unexplored places such as the deep ocean floor. ShutterstockSpeaking deep ocean, marine biologists estimate that we have explored only about 5% of the
seabed. In many places, the ground is so deep and the water above it is so heavy that we have to send unmanned probes to take pictures and samples for us to study. The organisms we have found so far are, scientifically, just plain strangers. There are tube worms that live on sulfur vents and fish with transparent heads and substances that may help treat Alzheimer's disease. What haven't we found yet?
See what you don't know about the ocean, and check out 30 facts about the world's oceans that will blow your mind. We are already living longer and healthier lives than our ancestors, is there a limit to the length at which science can extend to human life? Of course, delaying and preventing death altogether are very different, but our growing understanding of ageing, disease and our DNA drives the upper
limit of our lives. Scientists have already found ways to reverse aging in individual cells, but they are still far from translating that research into a usable medical procedure. The image via WikipediaComparing room size, punch card computers from the 1960s to the phones we now carry in our pockets is almost comical. For programmers from 50 years ago, the smartphone looks like more Sci. Will this trend
continue? Will computers become infinitely smaller and powerful? Although transistors become faster as they shrink, we are approaching the limit for electricity transmission. However, if computer scientists can create chips that are connected to light power instead of electric power, this limit will fade. Of course, our machines now can be appropriately called robots - they do things like build our cars and pack
our candy. However, when most people talk about robots, they refer to machines with artificial intelligence. It is amusing that scientists have been saying that artificial intelligence technology may be about 15-20 years in the future since the 1960s. One problem is how to define success – is it simulating human behavior or improving human skills such as pattern recognition? Bringing in a thorny subject of
consciousness there are still more questions than answers when it comes to artificial intelligence like a human. To find out what other things experts say we won't see, check out the 20 technologies that have long predicted that will never happen. In 1987, there were 5 billion people on the planet. We have exceeded 6 billion in 1999 and 7 billion in 2011, and the best estimates suggest that we have
exceeded 8 billion by 2023. Sue... Is there a limit? Most scientists assume that there is, but they differ when it comes to what this limit is and when we will get there. Inadequate resources are expected to slow population growth after 2037, but exactly what that will look like is debatable. Food, clean water and fuel limit this, so how much population can our planet support for any long period of time? If you
want to know what we should prepare for, check out 30 things scientists say will happen if the population continues to expand. This question reaches the heart of the scientific method: observing a phenomenon, creating a model or narrative that describes the phenomenon, and using this model to predict. However, the science of the past few centuries has gone beyond what we can observe with the naked
eye, so new discoveries have relied on increasingly complex technology. The tools that we have are incomplete and therefore limited, so how much can we really know? We may not be able to create a model that describes everything, but how close can we get? Now, we can use telescopes of different types to see about 46.5 billion light years in each direction. However, no scientist believes that the
universe ceases to exist at a distance that we can no longer observe. How far, then, is it extended? If the universe is flat, it can theoretically be limitless. If it has any curve for it, though, even one smaller than our tools can detect, it can be the shape of the ball, and therefore limited. As our technology improves, we are likely to be able to see further, but we may not know for sure where it ends. While the
word blast brings to mind the explosion, the Big Bang is better described as that space itself began to expand and physics as we know it began. The problem is that we need the same physics to describe the universe, so the question of what the pre-physics universe was like is the question of what South Pole is. Quantum mechanics may describe the universe before the Big Bang, but we don't know for
sure that those laws existed before the laws of physics. ShutterstockThThis is one question for scientists that scientists hope to have an answer in the next few decades. As computers increase in speed and complexity, we approach the day when synthetic technology can approximate the power of the human brain. Of course, there are some important obstacles: giant computers cannot run multiple
accounts simultaneously, and the amount of memory needed for the correct processing speed will be enormous. Additionally, while our ability to map the brain down to the clamp has improved, we are still years away from being able to copy and paste the human mind. Shutterstock limit anyone can answer this question, they have to settle on the definition of intelligence. Is it just intelligence? Memory? The
ability to perform many complex tasks at the same time? The ability to create? If you choose IQ, because it does not offer a tangible metric, be aware that it is a way of comparing, so the highest possible IQ is just as high as the smartest human being in the current world. Also, remember that IQs can change and may be influenced by cultural factors. Maybe the question we should ask instead is, what does
it mean to be smart? The economy is also aware, although its forecasts have not yet proved their value on a whole scale. In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, many people asked: How did no one see this happen? The truth, of course, is that some economists did, but these people are not necessarily rare geniuses in this area - it just happened that their data and prediction models were correct in this
case. The economy encompasses so many variables, both mathematical and psychological, that it is difficult to guess what the entire financial systems will do as much as all the choices that one person will make in his or her life. Our calculations may improve as we collect more data, but the intersection of scientific limitations with human unpredictability probably means that we will probably not have a
model of the economy as we do, for example, to replicate a cell. We instinctively know whether a living being or a machine is human or not. Animals such as parrots and dolphins may be something that approaches human intelligence, but few would argue that alone makes them human. Nor will people say that chimpanzees, our closest relatives with whom we share 96% of our genetic material, are exactly
the same as people. Where's the dividing line? Will we know if we see him? Is personality possible outside of a sane man? We don't have a final test that can give a yes or no answer. Just because this question is old doesn't mean it's still We understand genetics better than ever, but how much of our DNA comes from and how much comes from the environment in which we were raised? Ethical
considerations limit scientists in terms of experimentation — it would be unimaginable cruelty to raise a child in a box without interaction of any kind — so we probably won't know for sure. But, as always, there is an advantage in understanding as much as possible. Physics that you may be familiar with, at least basically, is the physics you learn in high school - mass, speed, gravity, etc. Einstein took this
branch of physics to the limit and used general relativity to describe both space and time. However, when you try to describe the way the smallest subatomic particles behave, you need quantum mechanics. The problem comes when you try to use quantum mechanics to describe galaxies or general relativity to describe atoms. What we observe just doesn't match what those theories say should happen.
When physicists mention a unified theory, that's what they're talking about — a way to link general relativity to quantum mechanics that makes sense for both. For tips and tricks on how to live a happy life, check out how to be happy, according to Albert Einstein. ShutterstockBlack holes where general relativity and quantum mechanics meet. When a huge star dies, it collapses on itself, and becomes so
small and dense that it forms a uniqueness. Gravity around something so heavy is so powerful that light can't even escape, giving black holes their name. General relativity describes what we can observe from black holes, but to understand what is going on within the event horizons, we probably need quantum mechanics. Unfortunately, since we cannot yet translate these concepts between these two
types of physics, it is difficult to even form a solid theory of what we cannot detect yet. Shutterstock's great space, wrote novelist Douglas Adams. Really big. You just won't believe how big it is, dramatically, amazing. How can we really say that there is no other life there when we just explored the smallest part of it? We know that some other planets or moons contain oxygen and liquid water. We even heard
some signals from the deep space range that scientists could not explain. So far, we have encountered no conclusive evidence of single-cell organisms - which develop anywhere but earth, but it would be the height of arrogance to declare it means we will never do so. If you want to learn about the crazy life of those who explore space, check out the 27 crazy astronauts you must do. To discover more
amazing secrets about living your best life, click here to sign up for our free daily newsletter! Newsletter!
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